ENDOMETHASONE
POWDER (Pink)

DESCRIPTION
Root canal sealer of the Zinc Oxide type with Paraformaldehyde and corticosteroids.

PROPERTIES

• A particular prerequisite when choosing a canal paste is to make sure that it is perfectly tolerated by the periapical tissues.
• Any drug-induced inflammation should be avoided.
• Moreover, for pastes to play their role as root canal filling materials, they should be neither absorbable once hardened nor retractable over the years.
• Their antiseptic and anti-inflammatory activity should last for several hours after being placed in the canal.
• These pastes should be radiopaque and easy to insert in the canal.
• Its excipients and antiseptic active substance (thymol iodide) give Endomethasone N Powder all the various qualities described above.
• If by accident (for example, application beyond the apex) a small amount of paste containing eugenol is inserted in soft tissues, it will be slowly absorbed, before the paste hardens completely.

FORMULA

Hydrocortisone acetate 1.0 g
Excipients: thymol iodide, barium sulphate, zinc oxide, 100.0 g
Magnesium stearate q.s.ad.

INDICATIONS
Permanent root canal filling and sealing in dental procedures.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

• The treated tooth should be perfectly isolated (using a cotton roll or a rubber dam).
• After carefully shaping the canal, cleaning it with an antiseptic solution, rinsing it and drying it with paper points, prepare the canal paste, progressively pouring the powder into eugenol until a texture similar to petrolatum is obtained. So as to get excellent results, it is recommended to mix 7 parts of powder with 1 part of liquid for 40 seconds.
• Then fill the root canal using a paste-carrier, and position into the paste one or several points, which have previously been adapted to the canal shape.

PRECAUTIONS

• As with any other root canal sealer, a canal can be sealed only if it has thoroughly been reamed, cleaned and disinfected.
• Risk of pain in case of application beyond the apex.
• Risk of allergy in case of contact with the gums. In case of accidental contact, rinse with plenty of water.
STORAGE

Do not store above 25°C and protect from moisture.

PRESENTATION

1 x 14g Bottle Powder (Pink)